


Dear HR SuperHeroes

Wishing you a very Happy New Year!

Here's no doubt 2020 was a year that will not soon be forgotten. With 
pandemic kicking in, uncertainty, and remote work being the new normal, 

empuls has witnessed success stories of nimble and creative HR 
initiatives of all our clients reaching heights.

Call yourselves, frontline heroes or superheroes-
Hi-fi to you for all that you do to keep your folks happy & engaged!

You have made us believe, celebrations that seem frivolous, has powerful 
impact on o�ice camaraderie and employee engagement – which, in turn, 

a�ects an employees’ happiness, productivity, and longevity.

So….Yet again, here we have our Engagement Loot Box, to explore and 
fuel your HR initiatives. This will also help your workplace leaders to 

co-create a culture that focuses on employee experience, today – 
pandemic and all.

 A year unlike any  2021, we're ready for you!



A sparkle of

Inspiration
Plan your engagement calendar, to 
identify your employees interests
and organization’s important dates.

A glimmer of

Discovery
Uncover new, fun areas
that will give you and your
employees a reason to celebrate.

A pint of

Knowledge
Improve your engagement
and performance practices
every month with helpful tips
and best practices.



Motivation & Inspiration Day

The New Year Resolutions - The Office Way

Clean your desk day

National Hat Day

National Compliment Day

Don’t miss any celebration!

JANUARY



Motivation & Inspiration Day

The beginning of a whole new year, and you’ve just gotten 

over your hangover—what time could possibly be better 

to be motivated and inspired? You have a whole 365 days 

ahead of you, and now is the time to start making them 

count! Encourage yourself and your employees to start 

the year with fresh thoughts, ideas and good vibes.

HELLO 2021

Your post can go like...

We have witnessed a new self in the past year, with more power to retrospect 

our inner self, embrace the sweet nothings and conquer the best.

Let’s start the new year with positive thoughts !

Think of someone in your life who inspires you, whether it’s your mother, 

father, spouse or friend or colleague and find a way to show them an 

appreciation for being who they are. The gesture doesn’t have to be a grand 

one- a simple message or a phone call works a long way!

In case someone at work made a di�erence to your 2020.

Tag them and write a line or two. Shout out on how special they are!

Cheers to a bright, peaceful & joyous 2021!

4
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The New Year Resolutions
The Office Way

Personal New Year’s resolutions are great but have you 

thought of any for the o�ice? Most of us spent almost a 

third of our lives at work. Positive changes made in the 

o�ice can a�ect other aspects of our lives. The start of a 

new year  is the perfect time to brighten up the workplace 

mood. How about bringing some fun to the new year 

resolutions. Most of us keep some serious resolutions, but 

how many of us keep at it?

Here are some fun resolution cards your employees can use to tag the folks they think would need 

to take the relevant resolutions. 

2021 RESOLUTIONS-OFFICE VERSION

Your post can go like...

Retrospection and Reevaluating some of the life choices is what we all expect 

while we think of New Year Resolutions.

This time… let's think it in an absolute di�erent way 

Few fun resolutions will be posted…

Tag folks in our o�ice who you think needs to take up that resolution for 2021.

Watch the space for the resolutions and

tag as many people you think need to follow those resolutions…

You may self tag too.
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Will not skip
my meals

Will marry /
re - marry in 2021

Will not be a
sleepyhead

Will stop saying
‘Thank you’ & ‘Please’

every other minute

Will stop calling
a meeting for
every small thing

Will quit cracking
sad jokes

Will seriously
stop cooking
up stories out
of the blue

Will lie a
little lesser

Will not spread
o�ice rumours
or gossip

Will not panic
or give panic
to others

Will stop being
the ‘I Know it all’

Will not come
up with undoable
weird ideas

Will limit
my selfies to
100 per day

Will join
the scrum
call on time

Fun New Year resolution cards



Clean your desk day

Is there anything more satisfying than a clear desk? Clean O� Your Desk Day is a chance to engage 

in some serious decluttering. 

Most of us are guilty of amassing piles of paper and letting clutter gather on their desks. We all know 

that it's total peace when the desk is all tidy and neat. Clean O� Your Desk Day is a chance to come 

together to conquer mess and pave the way for clear thinking and clean workspaces.

A celebration of all things organized,  is a day that can be marked by your employees based 

anywhere. From o�ices, shared workspaces to home o�ices, this is a chance to preempt the start of 

spring cleaning and get your stu� in order. 

 

Provide an opportunity to your employees to experience the art of tidying up in an experiential 

activity. Get them to post their workspace- a scented candle, a pot of money plant, an interesting 

book shelf or a cool to-do planner could be their desks showstopper.

To double the engagement & cheer, the most interesting workstations can be highlighted.

Before After
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THE TIDY DESK CHALLENGE

Your post can go like...

Too busy with work or just can’t find to clean up the mess on your desk? Why 

not all of us actively get our feet into some clean mode. National Clean Your 

Desk Day is a day to tidy up your desk! 

"National Clean Your Desk Day’s all about preparing your workspace for the 

new year and beginning things on the right note," 

 Remember, a messy desk is an invitation to chaos! A clean desk, on the other 

hand, helps you focus, be more productive and generally makes you feel good 

about your workspace.

So, go ahead & spare 10-15 minutes to beauty up & tidy your space & share a 

before and after picture. Lets challenge each other to share a pic of our clean 

desks.

Start the challenge now, post your desk pic and challenge another colleague 

to share theirs too.



National Hat Day

We have a national hat day too? Well, that’s interesting 

indeed. Hats may be worn for safety and protection, 

religious reasons, ceremonial reasons, warmth or fashion. 

We all love to flaunt our new hats and don a perfect style. 

Call this a time for employees to celebrate their style &  

hat look. It can be their favorite hat or give some brownie 

points for DIY create your own hat looks also

STYLE YOUR HAT LOOKS

Your post can go like...

Hang on to your hats and celebrate in style on National Hat Day.

Celebrated each year on January 15th, its time to don your favorite fedora, cap, 

cloche, derby or sunhat. There are so many hats, fashions and names we give them. 

 

Certainly, we could wear a hat a day and never get through them all. 

 

Post the most stylish pic of yours wearing a hat or DIY and create a hat with

anything around you and surprise us. Brownie points for the coolest hat!

Get maximum likes for your pic & You never know you could be out next hat hero

 

Tag the hat hero at our o�ice, who you think needs to post a pic of theirs

14
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National Compliment Day

Empuls has shown us time and again, the power of a 

compliment is pretty remarkable: either giving or 

receiving one can boost one’s happiness and confidence 

— making the act a win-win. You never know when 

someone could use some good vibes, so give your 

employees the chance to spread positivity by giving 

someone a reason to smile!

Thanks for
all that you ‘DEW’

Gracias
Multitasking
Hero

Target
Sniper

Thanks you
Mr ideator

You R
Super
se Upar

Deadline
Destroyer

24
Jan



FEBRUARY

National Pizza Day

Valentines Day

Love your pet day

International Mother Language Day

Don’t miss any celebration!



National Pizza Day

Yeah- A day for Pizza too! It’s hard to imagine that before 

World War II, pizza was little known outside of Italy or 

Italian immigrant communities. This cheesy disc went 

from a niche cultural meal to the star of the show 

anywhere it turns up! O�ice parties, treats, fun bets or 

fulfilling late night cravings before a work release- PIzza 

does the deal

Let your employees bring the pizza memories to action. Post a pic of their most delicious pizza or a 

pic with colleagues/team where they dived into the pizza mood.

LET’S HEAR IT FOR PIZZA!

Your post can go like...

A day for Pizza it is !!!! Feb 9, is a day to celebrate that yummy carb that most 

of us can do without! From the humble beginning to today’s gourmet o�erings 

pizza has captured the heart and stomachs of people around the globe.

Do you like the traditional cheese and pepperoni?

Are you more adventurous and need to show that in your pizza toppings?

Now is time to show those delicious pizza moments.

Post pics of the most yummy looking pizza, selfie with pizza or a pic of pizza 

moment with someone in our o�ice or during a team outing. 

Thinking of ordering a pizza right away, aren't you

9
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Valentines Day

While Valentine’s Day is primarily known for celebrating 

love, it can also be a fun way to promote workplace 

culture.

 Valentines is all about celebrating love- Love for self, love 

for people around us. Create a culture of positive spirit 

among your people and mark the day as a celebration of 

workplace friendships and the strong bonds that develop 

between people who work closely together.

“We all need friends at work,” At a time when employee engagement is key to happy employees, it’s 

important to recognize the power of friendship in the workplace. 

 

Start with a culture with leaders who model spending time with employees, treating people with 

respect, having fun, being there for them personally and professionally, and putting people first — 

with empathy, kindness and compassion.

 

Exemplify these initiatives with a Valentine’s Day workplace celebration that emphasizes 

Together we can do more.

Here are few ideas to celebrate the day

13
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Share the Love

Everyone has something to share that could spread some love. 

Encourage your employees to share a pic with their loved one- 

make sure you mention, it could be with their  partner, spouse, 

kids, parents, siblings, friends or a dear colleague. Well, they 

can show some self love by posting their selfies too. The best 

couple/group photo with max likes and an interesting tagline 

can be termed as  ‘The O�ice Valentine!



How about some funny & crazy love titles your employees

will love to tag their colleagues to laugh out loud

Chronic Bachelor

Single
for Life

Roadside
Romeo

Better Luck
Next Time

Dil bole baar baar
Office hi mera pyaar

Sab moh
maaya hain

I love
ME!

Create Love board

Valentine’s Day is centered around the concept of love. 

Foster appreciation within the o�ice by creating a 

“Heart board” where your employees can write one thing 

they love about working at your company. 

You can also create a love board where everyone posts  

a picture of something or someone they love. 

Suggestions include, pictures of a significant other, 

favorite hobby, vacation spots or beloved furry friends. 

This can be a great way to learn more about each other 

and spark interesting conversation.

Funny Love Titles

Game
Over



DEAR PETS, WE LOVE YOU!

Your post can go like...

For all pet lovers, we love our companions each and every day. Pets are our 

pride and joy. They love us unconditionally, they make us smile at the end of a 

hard day of work or school, and they are our source of endless companionship. 

Pets are oftentimes our very best friends

Appreciating your pet means dedicating an entire day to your little sidekick.

It’s all about honoring your dog, cat, bird, snake, or what not in the name of love.

Post a photo with you and your pet to commemorate your relationship and 

celebrate your pet.

#NationalLoveYourPetDay

Love your pet day

National Love Your Pet Day, a day to embrace one special 

trait that makes us human: our love of our pets! There are 

many things that di�erentiate humans from the rest of the 

animal kingdom, but one of the more unusual behaviors is 

our longstanding tendency to keep other animals as pets. 

We often celebrate Family Day, Children's Day at work. It’s 

time we come together and celebrate our lovely pets too.

Your employees would love to introduce their pets to you 

and post their best pics on empuls. So go ahead and give 

a reason for them to do so!

19
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22
Feb

LANGUAGES WITHOUT BORDERS.

Your post can go like...

As we brew in a culture of oneness, let International Mother Language Day 

be a reason to celebrate each of our cultural heritage & diversity.

Let’s go simple & say, 

“Hi, You all are the best people to work with” 

or

It's a great day today- Good morning to all!”

Mention which language it is too- so that we all can learn :)

International Mother Language Day

A mother tongue is a language that a person has been 

exposed to from birth, and is integral to individual 

development and identity. When languages disappear or 

fall out of use, important traditions, memories and 

histories often go with them. A mother tongue is a 

language that a person has been exposed to from birth, 

and is integral to individual development and identity. 

When languages disappear or fall out of use, important 

traditions, memories and histories often go with them



MARCH

Employee Appreciation Day

International Women’s Day

What’s for lunch?

National Poetry Day

The Office Blooper Awards

Don’t miss any celebration!



Employee Appreciation Day

As we go about our routine at work, it's easy to forget to appreciate our employees and co-workers. 

That's why March 6th is Employee Appreciation Day, a day set aside to remind managers, leaders, 

and even employees, to recognize others’ work and show appreciation.

But while it is great to have a day to show your appreciation for your sta�, Empuls has always been 

the go-to place for building appreciation into your day-to-day. Having that practice of gratitude in 

your company isn't just heartwarming, it also breeds a culture of appreciation in your organization 

and boosts employee productivity.

Core values shape the culture and support the vision of your company. Core values carry a far 

bigger value than being just a punchline or a piece of art on the wall. ‘Roots’ is an engaging and 

impactful program that make your employees live the organization’s core values

Plan a company happy hour, give out awards or host an open-mic all-hands meeting so employees 

can thank their coworkers.

5
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You rock
the casbah!

Kudos Points
for being ‘YOU’

We call you
a Super Hero!

You’re High On
positive Attitude

You spread
the commitment vibe

Recognition badges - Upload these as separate posts and let employees 
tag each other for each of the badges



International Women’s Day
Celebrating International Women’s Day in your workplace is one thing your business can do to 

enable a conversation around gender parity. Simple ways to keep women at work happy is a deal 

well done! Here is a compiled list of simple yet meaningful activities that you can organize to 

celebrate women employees at the o�ice 

Keeping with the theme of purple, ask all of your employees (both 

male and female!) to wear purple in support of the day. This is a day 

that focuses on inclusivity and balance – wearing purple is a super 

easy (and e�ective) way to set the tone in the o�ice.

Let your employees share stories of how their women colleagues have 

inspired them in di�erent ways or made a valuable contribution to 

them personally or through their work by giving them value badges or 

sharing as a post. You could even put up some of the testimonials on 

your social media channels, as a way to highlight these champions, 

and of course, build your employer brand.

Encourage your employees to share stories about the women in their 

lives who have been their pillars of strength and inspirational figures. 

It is a meaningful, thought-provoking way to get employees reflecting 

on the roles women play in their lives while allowing everyone to bond 

through their sharing.

F O R  B E I N G  A  P A R T  O F
O U R  S P E C I A L  D A Y

T H E  W E D D I N G  O F  T H O M A S   &  E V E L Y N

THANK
YOU

8
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Theme it up!

Recognize the Superwomen!

Inspire & get Inspired

A 'thank you' sets the tone for your celebration of this day. Encourage 

your employees to thank the superwomen at work. This can be in a 

form of a card, a shout out, or a thoughtfully-crafted message

Send them a 'thank you' note



Lunchtime is something that we can all get excited about. It’s that lovely moment in the middle of 

the day when we get to recharge and have a few moments to stop what we’re doing. Little did we 

know, the pandemic and the WFH saga would also lead to skipping lunch, late lunch or 

just-get-done-with-it time.

 Inspire your employees to get back to track & make their meals as important as anything else in 

their routine. Employees love to be cared for and a simple message of care is very important to 

keep them 

What’s for lunch?

WHAT’S ON THE LUNCH MENU?

Your post can go like...

Been a busy week? Time to put a pause and take a break. Time to go beyond, “Had 

Lunch?” & take a moment, kill the monotonous routine, burnouts, and refresh ourselves.

 

Let’s munch on our lunches together. Post a picture of what’s on your lunch menu today. 

Tag who’s lunch you are excited to see?

Cheers to Happy Tummies!

12
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in case you are still on a remote work mode. Fix a time where 

all the employees, get on a call to eat their lunch, talk about 

what’s on the menu and share light moments together

Happy Lunch Hour

Lunch on Empuls



A Poetry day aims to recognize the unique ability of poetry to capture the creative spirit of the 

human mind. We often struggle to find the time to exercise our brains in a creative manner, and this 

will be a great opportunity for your employees to 

feel free and to put together their thoughts, ideas, 

opinions, and feelings.

Give them a theme of your choice, such as Life, 

Friends, Love, Family or something like ‘O�ice’. 

‘Work from Home’ , ‘Food’ , ‘My Boss’ etc

National Poetry Day

NATIONAL POETRY DAY

Your post can go like...

Fancy yourself as the next Keats, Wordsworth or Shakespeare? Poetry At 

Work Day is a chance to let those creative talents shine. 

Poetry At Work Day is a chance to let your creative juices flow and see the 

beauty in what you do. Whether you spend your cracking a code, tending 

to run campaigns or closing deals, there’s inspiration all around Many of us 

struggle to find the time to exercise our brains in a creative manner. 

So, Time to wake up the poet in you. Write 4-5 lines on the topic- Work 

From Home. 

Tag someone who you think can write a cool poem!

19
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Lockdown Hero Awards  & All-time Favorite Heroes from our previous engagement 

calendar editions were known as the empuls favorites. It's time for our Fun Awards again.

Have humorous award categories for actual work your employees have been doing.

Here's a non-exhaustive list of exciting fun o�ice awards for employees, ones that 

they'd cherish and love to show o�.

The Office Blooper Awards

THE CAFFEINE
ADDICT AWARD

BUSY
BEE AWARD

For the employee who is 
inseparable from their 
cups of co�ee!

For the employee who 
believes everything is 
unforgettable!

For the employee who 
doesn't even have time 
for this award!

For the most talkative 
one in the o�ice!

ELEPHANT
MEMORY AWARD

 CHATTY
CATHY AWARD

For the employee who 
burns the midnight oil like 
there is no tomorrow!

No matter when you email 
this coworker, whether 
they’re in a meeting or 
dead asleep, somehow, 
they manage to respond in 
0.2 seconds.

For the employee who lives 
and breathes social media!

When you need a pep talk, 
this coworker is there to 
get you back in the game. 
Get them a whistle!

NIGHT OWL
AWARD

The Email
Vigilante Award

SOCIAL
BUTTERFLY AWARD

The Coach
Award
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Check on them
Creating a great culture at work is a collective e�ort from every employee in an organization. It’s 

always necessary to check with your employees about what they have to say. Empower your folks 

to voice out their thoughts and action on the findings.  A quick survey would help you gauge the 

pulse of your organization.

     

Additionally... To kickstart a fresh week, you can post bi-weekly Mission Mondays & Opportunity 

Tuesday messages to build a seamless employee experience with your folks

the beginning of a whole new year, and you’ve just gotten 

over your hangover—what time could possibly be better 

to be motivated and inspired? You have a whole 365 days 

ahead of you, and now is the time to start making them 

count! Encourage yourself and your employees to start 

the year with fresh thoughts, ideas and good vibes.

What programs or benefits can you share with the team 

that they can take advantage of? Of all the great benefits 

that your company has. Pick one and Empuls a poster. 

Could be a hot o�er running on the savings and benefit 

hub or an Employee Learning & development benefit you 

recently introduced. 

Mission Monday

Opportunity Tuesday




